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President’s Comments
October, 2021
By Chris Mayhew

The club is embarking on a new journey. We will go back to Cincinnati Union Terminal.
A majority of the board voted in favor of spending $50,000 to renovate and lease a 1,883-square-foot space on third
floor north below Tower A. There is an additional $16,000 annual rent. There are details to be worked out pending a
lease contract review.

This lease will include the use of Newsreel Theater or other spaces to hold monthly programs and meetings.
So, what will we do with the 1,883-square-foot space that overlooks part of the yards? I am offering my thoughts below, which we can adjust through member and board discussion. The idea for the space is to give us a place to gather,
work, volunteer on projects, and curate our collection for use in future displays, H&M, programs, videos, books and
online. My idea is that we can open the space up to small groups of volunteers on off-meeting nights/days to pursue
whatever your interests are. The idea is to create a collaboration space where we allow people to be more active. I see
no reason for a minimum of every Thursday night and some weekend time. But, if a group of several people wants to
do something on a Monday…I would see no problem with that. This will also give club officers including the archivist,
librarian and others a place to work on collections. The constraint is a limit of 20 people in the leased space. My ideas:
• We will bring as much of the library as is feasible for member use.
• We will set up at least a couple of desks/workstations to facilitate the scanning of photos

and documents.
• We will bring our photo, negatives, and slide collection out of storage and put it in secure

•
•

•
•

•

cabinets. We will create an access system for these, or at a minimum, scan them and create some content for H&M, social media, the website and displays.
We will set up some file cabinets to allow easier access to archive material.
We will provide some limited general seating with a table(s) to allow for extended conversations amongst groups of members, collaboration on projects, and club board meetings
etc. When I say etc…the possibilities are many.
We will work on small restoration/display projects on physical memorabilia there or in the
warehouse that is basically across the street.
We will try to be creative in showing select physical memorabilia…with the understanding
that space will be limited for this. Building displays for other public places in CUT or elsewhere is one option to also consider.
We will use the space to make some new offerings like member-advantages and prospective-member small-size seminars. Examples may include how to restore railroad lanterns,
how to scan your old photo prints, negatives and slides into digital files, digital photography and perhaps some niche group discussions on modern railroading or history. The
possibilities are our imagination and willpower. Have an idea? Email me
at chris.mayhew611@gmail.com.

This does not mean that the club will think only about this space. The idea of trackside gatherings at easy-access public
places has been brought up. I think something like that and trips will be something we can work on as volunteers willing to do those things step forward. We just announced April 9, 2022, as the new Kentucky Steam Heritage Corp. bus
trip date.
How does this affect any chance of going back to Tower A? That's unclear. Could Tower A be made a museum/
heritage space again? Possibly. But, I think this puts us in position to grow our active membership, increase our public
stature, and make action plans for either Tower A or something different.

Chris Mayhew
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Amtrak News
By W. Mike Weber

When President Biden signs the Infrastructure Bill soon, Amtrak will be in line for $66 Billion over the next
six years. They will also of course have their yearly funding still to be voted on. That will probably be about
$35 Billion over 10 years. So big money. Nice to have a president who was a frequent rail rider.
Early on Amtrak said they wanted 50 % for Northeast Corridor, which they own, and can control. New Hudson River tunnel. New Portal bridge. etc. These projects may begin quickly. How the balance
is spent will be a topic of much debate and wrangling. Some states are very excited. Some show no interest.

Guess which one we live in? Want good service to Chicago? Talk to Indiana!! All in all,
a very exciting time for rail to be enjoyed by future generations.
My predictions: More and improved Chicago Routes. Faster trains in Upstate New York. Improvements
in North Carolina. Naturally improvements at West Coast. Some new routes out of New York to Pennsylvania.
New equipment? Stay tuned. This only took 50 years!
Canada: New Siemens equipment is arriving in Canada. Canada may actually ACT and do a passengerdedicated line from Windsor, Toronto and Montreal to Quebec City. Electrified. Amtrak wants a Chicago-to
-Toronto train. This would be great news for both.
Amtrak food: In the west food is great if you are in the sleepers. Comfy new blankets. Food service for
coach still terrible. Eat lounge car food. Basically fast food -- not too good. The CARDINAL has
a few selections for sleeping car passengers. Passable. Their excuse for not serving coach is lack
of crew!! Of course, they put many on furlough during Covid.
Oh no. So few crews are available that we may see a return to three-times-a-week service!! (Nationally).
Unless they can find ways to get these trains staffed soon!!
Senator Manchin of West Virginia has been made aware of the three- times-a- week CARDINAL,
and showed interest in making this train daily!1 We shall see.
NS and CSX are making it as hard as possible to get New Orleans to Mobile service started. Expect more
of this, as Amtrak begins any expansion plans.
Riding a train!?? Book early. I have seen fares fluctuate 40% based on day of the week, and. how far in
advance, etc.
Disgrace. Brand new Siemens coaches are being stored in Chicago. For some 15 months now!! There are
plumbing problems for which it is said that nobody can agree on who pays for the fix!! So they sit!!
Additional news: By 19 November Amtrak/WSDOT will begin using the Tacoma Bypass. They bypass a
congested tunnel (2) on the existing route with this one. Also bypass a great ride along Puget Sound. The new Tacoma Station will finally get use. It is also served by expanding
the streetcar system. Hope you got a chance to ride the old route.
Michigan: Very serious about service Ann Arbor (Detroit) to Traverse City and Petosky. I can’t wait. Michigan owns the tracks and we have an INFRASTRUCTURE bill!! This coming summer there may
be excursion trains on the route to get their feet wet. And of course, everyone wants Chicago to Detroit to
Toronto. More likely than ever.

Mike Weber
October 2021
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CRRC Archives Projects, Thoughts, and Ideas
By Dave Bossart

CRRC possesses a large amount of archival material. The purpose of this article is to let members know a
little bit about the collections, some projects already underway, and ideas/thoughts on future possibilities for
club use. Some of the collections are listed below with a short description, short-term goals, progress on
efforts, and long-term possibilities for the collection. The short-term goals are mainly focused on cataloging, indexing, scanning where applicable, and preservation improvement. It is essentially an effort to really
know what the club has and how to make it easier to locate or search when required. The long-term possibilities are basically a brainstorming exercise on the possible club uses for these items. Please bear in mind
long-term items listed here are simply thoughts and ideas for now.
1. Blueprint Collection
a. Brief Description
i. The club possesses many drawings on Cincinnati Union Terminal from concept
drawings to actual drawings used in the construction of the Terminal and yards.
Many other drawings from area railroads are also in the collection.

b. Short-term Goals
i. Separate linens and paper copies to reduce possible chemical reactions between the
two.
ii. Sort drawings that are rolled up on top of cabinets in warehouse.
iii. Inventory drawings (add to spreadsheet already started, including duplicates).
c. Progress
i. Paul Osborn has already spent a considerable amount of time in separating linens and
paper as well as sorting a fair number of drawings, but there is a lot more to do.
ii. A CRRC Blueprint Listing spreadsheet was started in 2011. It currently has 2,840
entries, but there has been no further activity since 2011.
d. Long-term Possibilities
i. Digitize drawings. This will require access to a large format scanner or possibly
sending them out to a document company to be scanned.
1. Make these digitized drawings available at club library for research. This
would keep the handling of the drawings to a minimum as many are already
in a fragile state.
2. Make these digitized drawings available for purchase via an on-line store.
Several other railroad history organizations do this also with their drawing
collections. Need to look at some type of watermark or identification process
to protect from unauthorized reproduction.
3. Display certain items on temporary basis in a “changing exhibit” area on club
website.
4. Use for club presentations or Headlights & Markers material.
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CRRC ARCHIVES PROJECTS, THOUGHTS, AND IDEAS, Continued from Page 4
2. Timetable Collection
a. Brief Description
i. The club has several file drawers of timetables from many railroads both foreign and
domestic.
b. Short-term Goals
i. Scan timetables and create .pdf files.
ii.Catalog timetables in a spreadsheet.
c. Progress
i. Dennis Teagle has organized most, if not all, of the timetables by railroad organization in the drawers described above.
d. Long-term Possibilities
i. Sale of digitized timetables via an on-line store (may need to investigate copyright
issues and digital watermark/identification means).
ii.Making these available digitally in library for research purposes without having to
handle the originals.
iii.Display certain items on temporary basis in a “changing exhibit” area on club website.
3. Railroad Histories Collection
a. Brief Description
i. Collection of files of various railroad companies that show list the component railroads/branches that make up the company, a history of the railroad company, and a
map showing each of the component railroads/branches.
b. Short-term goals
i. Scan files and create .pdf files.

ii.Determine the lineage of this collection.
c. Progress
i. Chesapeake & Ohio file scanned and .pdf generated
d. Long-term Possiblilities
i. Sale of digitized versions of these files via an on-line store. Maps are hand drawn,
so don’t believe there will be any copyright issues. Need to investigate a watermark/identification process.
ii. Make files digitally available at club library for research purposes.

October 2021
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CRRC ARCHIVES PROJECTS, THOUGHTS, AND IDEAS, Continued from Page 5
4. Gibson Yungblut History of CUT collection
a. Brief Description
i. Gibson Yungblut compiled binders sorted by year on the history of the Cincinnati Union Terminal. They include mainly primary source material such as actual letters,
board meeting minutes, contracts, proposals, etc.
b. Short-term goals
i. Scan binders
c. Progress
i. The following binders have been scanned and .pdf’s have been generated: Pre-1923,
1923, 1924, 1925, 1926, 1927, 1928, and 1929 (3 binders).
d. Long-term Possibilities
i. Make files available digitally at club library for research purposes.
ii.Sale of .pdf’s via an on-line store. These may have to be checked overall for copyright issues or at least some items such as newspaper clippings, etc. may need to be
edited out for sale copies. Also need to investigate a watermark/identification process.
5. 3D Archives

a. Brief Description
i. The club possesses a fair number of artifacts from CUT and various railroads.
b. Short-term goals
i. Inventory the collection.
ii.Determine lineage and history of items where possible/
iii.Create a “Fact File” for the items to group all the info on the item in one place.
c. Progress
i. Chris Mayhew started an inventory spreadsheet with 128 items listed and tagged items
with a corresponding number. The listed items were also photographed. Still more to
inventory, but this is a good start.
d. Long-term possibilities
i. Display some objects at future library/clubhouse/museum.
ii.Possible loans to other organizations (local museums, libraries, etc.) for display and to
help promote CRRC. Some sort of agreement/contract document would have to be
created to protect the CRRC assets.

October 2021
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CRRC ARCHIVES PROJECTS, THOUGHTS, AND IDEAS, Continued from Page 6
6. Identification of other collections/projects
a. Brief Description
i. There are several other donation/collections that need to be sorted, cataloged, etc.
For example, there are a few file drawers full of Jim Mixter donated items with a lot
of Amtrak information. There are also several binders compiled by Gibson
Yungblut, Harold Buckley, etc. filled with information and pictures on various railroad topics.
b. Short-term goals

i. Creation of a Donation log to identify existing donations and log future donations.
ii.Scan binders described above
c. Progress
i. Donation Log started
ii.Some scanning started on some Yungblut binders described above.
d. Long-term possibilities
i. Make digital copies available for research at CRRC library.
ii.Scanned photographs in some of these binder collections could be added to CRRC
photograph collection.
7. Headlights & Markers
a. Brief Description
i. There are bound copies and files drawers with many past issues.
b. Short-term Goals
i. Identify and consolidate any past efforts that have been made to digitize and organize.
ii.Scan old paper copies of past issues
c. Progress
i. Issues that have been sent electronically via email have been consolidated and
placed in a computer folder
ii.Set up a format and indexed several issues just to understand what the process
would be and what the value might be.
d. Long-term possibilities
i. Sale of CD/USB drive of groups of past issues (maybe 10-year intervals?) via online store. Many other railroad societies do this with their newsletters and/or
magazines.
ii. Make digital copies and indexes available for library research

October 2021
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CRRC ARCHIVES PROJECTS, THOUGHTS, AND IDEAS, Continued from Page 7

8. Photograph Collection
a. Brief Description
i. The club has a large photograph collection. This is currently in a climate-controlled
storage facility with no access until the club decides to bring them out of storage.
b. Short-term Goals
i. There have been past efforts in this, but not sure what is still accessible to the club.
Would like to identify if any of these efforts are currently available to the club.
c. Progress
i. Nothing started.
d. Long-term possibilities
i. Scan photos
ii.Compile listing of photos with keywords that can be searched.
iii.Sale of photographs via an on-line store. Will need to investigate a watermark/digital
identification system.
iv.Make photographs available for club presentations or to enhance Headlights & Markers articles.
v.Make photographs digitally accessible in library for research purposes.
9. CUT Historian Binders
a. Brief Description
i. There are several binders that were put together by club historians of the past that include newspapers articles, railtrip flyers, etc.
b. Short-term Goals
i. Scan binders and create .pdf files.

ii.Search scans for information on donations that may help with the Donation Log and
Fact File projects.
c. Progress
i. Not Started.
d. Long-term Possibilities
i. Make scanned images available in library for research purposes.
ii.Use as fodder for possible future Headlights & Markers articles.

More projects will develop as items in the collections are rediscovered and identified. I apologize if I missed
naming anyone in past efforts. Most of my knowledge on the items above are relatively recent or “what I’ve
heard”. If anyone has any enlightenments or knowledge of items or past efforts described above, please feel
free to contact me (Dave Bossart, bossartd@twc.com) as I am always willing to learn and record the
knowledge. I also apologize for the semi-repetitive nature of the above listings, but the intent is to keep the
above listing as a “living document” that can get changed to keep up with new or changed ideas and projects.
In future issues I hope to share examples of these projects as well as giving progress reports on projects. As
the “3D artifact fact files” become available, I may put out a call for information on the artifact as there is
certainly knowledge of the artifact out there, just need to find the right person to give it.
October 2021
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A MEXICAN RAIL ADVENTURE
By Dave Puthoff
Before our marriage in 1980, my wife and I agreed that our honeymoon could be 2 weeks long, and that it
should be in a warm climate. Barb wanted me to surprise her as to its location, so she let me figure out the details. Since I had enjoyed planning several vacation trips before, to both Europe and to the western U.S., I was
confident in the task. I had read about the Copper Canyon in Mexico, touted to be wider and deeper than the
Grand Canyon (which I had visited a few years previous), and I also read that it was accessed almost exclusively by train! (I had to investigate).

The Acapulco Princess Hotel

But where else in Mexico could we also enjoy a warm sandy
beach? Acapulco was a popular destination in 1980, and American Airlines even had a direct flight from CVG. I enlisted the
help of a friendly local travel agent, to fill in some details. Our
trip would include 6 nights in Acapulco, then take an Estella de
Oro bus to Mexico City for 3 nights, then take Ferrocarril Del
Pacifico’s El Costeno to Sufragio, and transfer to the Ferrocarril
de Chihuahua al Pacifico’s No. 9 Fiat Rail Diesel Service, and
stop at Divisadero and the Copper Canyon for 1 night. Our trip
would conclude by continuing on to Chihuahua, connecting to
National Railways of Mexico to Ciudad Juarez, cross the border
to El Paso, and fly home on a “red-eye” to CVG. I was actually
able to keep our destination a secret from Barb as she desired --until we arrived at the American Airlines ticket counter, as we
were asked what was our destination!

The Acapulco Princess was more than a hotel, as it was a self-contained
resort located across the bay from downtown Acapulco. We had our
choice of several restaurants, several swimming pools, tennis, and a nice
beach. I figured that I had made a really good choice when I spotted a
sightseeing bus pull up to the entrance --- so that on-board tourists could
gawk at our resort! One other unusual feature was a parachute ride at the
beach. Barb declined, but I couldn’t resist. After being securely strapped in,
I was up and away, being pulled by a jeep tethered to my parachute, with
my camera safely secured around my neck. I can only imagine the recommendations of our U.S. risk-managers and lawyers as to why I haven’t seen
it elsewhere!
We felt safe on our 260-mile bus ride
from Acapulco to Mexico City, and
our attitude was reinforced when we
saw armed militia at an intermediate
bus stop! We stayed at the Del Prado
Hotel in Mexico City, and explored
the typical tourist spots of Chapultepec
Park, a few churches, Guadalupe, and
the Teotihuacan pyramids. The subMilitia Keeping the Peace
way in Mexico City seemed modern
and heavily used, and very cheap (I recall that it cost only 5 or 10
cents). I was already accustomed to travel with valuables safely secured in a money belt, which proved to a great idea, as we were so
jammed into one subway car that we exited at the very next stop --- to
catch our breath, and ride the next less-crowded train!
October 2021
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A MEXICAN RAIL ADVENTURE, Continued from Page 9
The train ride to Sufragio was long, and overnight (27 hours), but we had a first-class sleeper. We left Mexico City at 8:30 PM, to arrive a
Sufragio at 11:22 PM the next day. I didn’t
make note of the type or manufacturer of the
car, but I remember that our Bedroom accommodations were about the same as Amtrak heritage sleepers of the time. Perhaps they were
Teotihuacan Pyramids
Amtrak rejects? Because by morning, I realMexico City Train Station
ized that the air conditioning was no longer working! I mentioned this
shortcoming to our car attendant, and presto, he turned it back on! (Maybe we were just expected to ask for
it?). The dining car food was edible, but nothing really memorable, especially after 40 years!
I kept an eye on our progress and compared it to our schedule. We were over 2
hours late, and eventually arrived at Sufragio at about 2 AM. We had reservations
at the Santa Anita Hotel in Los Mochis, but traveling the 20 miles to the hotel
from the Sufragio train station was the one “missing link” that I could not plan in
advance. (Los Mochis is located west of Sufragio and was judged to have more
desirable overnight accommodations, so we would again pass through Sufragio on
our train to Divisadero).

Sufragio Train Station

I wondered if there would be any taxis at the station, and if so, how
could we secure one at 2 AM? We noticed a young woman and child
who were also preparing to get off at Sufragio. Neither of us knew any
Spanish, and she did not speak any English! But with just a few common words, I was somehow able convey our situation, and she was able
to tell us that they were also traveling to Los Mochis, and that she
would do the negotiating with the taxi driver! After exiting our train,
we waited patiently, as she emphatically said “no” a few times, and
then motioned for us to join them in the taxi. After our arrival at the
hotel, this kind lady even insisted that we not pay for their fare!
Ferrocarril Del Pacifico’s El
Costeno to Sufragio

After only a few hours of sleep in a first-class hotel, we took another
taxi to the 3 miles to the station at Los Mochis for an 8 AM departure,
which was the terminus and starting point for our rail journey to Divisadero.

The Ferrocarril de
Chihuahua al Pacifico
is a 418-mile engineering marvel between
Los Mochis and Chihuahua, and was finished in 1961, after
Chinipas Bridge
overcoming financial
difficulties. According to Wikipedia, the railroad was officially recognized in 1880, when the president of Mexico,
Manuel González, granted a rail concession to Albert Kinsey Owen of the Utopia Socialist Colony of New Harmony
in Indiana, who was seeking to develop a socialist colony in
Mexico. It was actually started to be built by Arthur Stilwell as The Kansas City, Mexico and Orient Railway about
1900. More recently, the private rail franchise Ferromex
took over the railroad from the Mexican government in 1998.
October 2021
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A MEXICAN RAIL ADVENTURE, Continued from Page 10

Fresh Watermelon Sold by Vendors

Many of the 86 tunnels and 36 bridges can
be found on the Creel and Sufragio segment such as the El Lazo loop, the horseshoe-curved La Pera tunnel, the Chinipas
Bridge soaring 335 feet over its namesake
river, the 1,637-foot Agua Caliente Bridge
crossing the Rio Fuerte River (the line's
longest), and Tunnel 86 (bored through
over a mile of solid bedrock).
Camper Transportation on
Westbound Freight Train

Need a Cold Drink?

After Traversing the El Lazo Loop

Remnants of Past Derailments

Our train was a first-class Vista train that had a total of
about 15 stops, with a 15-minute stop at Divisadero
(elevation is approximately 7900 feet above sea level),
which allows all passengers an opportunity to detrain,
and take a look at the Copper Canyon. There was also a
scheduled slower local train, which included about 50
stops. Along the way we saw remnants of abandoned
freight cars that had apparently derailed years ago. Some
even looked inhabited. At a few stops there were vendors
who sold food and other concessions, either through open
train windows or by boarding our train. Watermelon was
cut fresh and sold by the slice. Birds could even be purchased, as we saw someone attempting to sell a cardinal
in a cage!

We had overnight reservations at Divisadero, at the Hotel Divisadero Barrancas, which was located a very
short distance from the rim of the canyon. The weather was very warm but dry in the daytime, and chilly at
night, which is typical of many desert areas. We could not recall seeing a single cloud during our stay, and
years later Barb and I still characterize similar days as “Divisadero days”. Meals were included, as well as
tours around the top of the canyon.
October 2021
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A MEXICAN RAIL ADVENTURE, Continued from Page 11

One of the out-buildings of Hotel
(Don’t lean on the railings!)

Waiting for Train to Chihuahua

View of Copper Canyon from Hotel

When it was time to leave, we walked to the tracks and
waited for our 3 PM train to take us to Chihuahua. It was
late. No one seemed able to determine the reason for the
delay, nor its expected arrival time, even after someone
walked down the tracks to a railroad phone, presumably to
talk to a railroad official. We busied ourselves by talking
to other passengers, and purchasing a few baskets from the
friendly Tarahumara Indians who were there to sell their
handiwork. One of their children seemed quite content by
playing with an empty shoe polish can! Eventually, our
Autovia train arrived an hour or so late, and we were on
our way to Chihuahua.

On board, there was a memorable group of 3 friendly
Americans who were about our age. One of them
searched the car for a trash can, in order to dispose of
an empty Southern Comfort bottle. Not finding any
receptacle, he asked the conductor, who took it, and
immediately and quite skillfully, threw it off the train
into the desert! It is probably still there today!
We arrived in Chihuahua late, at about 11 PM, then
transferred to the National Railways of Mexico El
Fronterizo train at 2:17 AM, arrived at Ciudad Juarez
at 7:20 AM, then walked across the border into El
Paso. We rented a car to explore the city, and had
time to travel to a nighttime overlook of the city, and
board a 3:35 AM “red-eye” flight back home, via
Dallas, to Cincinnati, arriving at 9:59 AM.

Preparing Our Basket Purchases for Trip Home
(We still have these baskets!)

Sadly, it is now impossible to duplicate this trip, as the passenger rail service that we had taken in Mexico
has been discontinued, except for the trains between Los Mochis and Chihuahua. Barb and I still recall
with humor the many travel details of that trip through Mexico, and now even as a confessed semi-railfan,
she always teases me that it was a good thing that Acapulco was the first part of our honeymoon!
October 2021
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John Biehn’s Steam News for September 2021
Courtesy of Jim Corbett
Fall Photo Special…The Durango & Silverton Narrow Gauge Railroad will be offering a unique and spectacular Fall Photo Special featuring both Southern Pacific No. 18 on its farewell tour before returning home
to California and Galloping Goose No. 5. SP No. 18 is an oil-fired 4-6-0.
Opportunities abound to photograph these historically significant trains against a back drop of the high
mountain peaks of the Rocky Mountains of southwest Colorado, while enjoying the vibrant autumn colors
and the free- flowing Animas River.
The SP 18 consist will include the 3278 P Box, standard coach, Red Mountain coach and gondola. Both the
SP 18 and Galloping Goose No. 5 will depart Durango on October 1. A bus will bring patrons back from
Silverton to Durango. On October 2, a bus will take patrons from Durango to Silverton.
Fares: Oct 1, $154 for Galloping Goose or SP 18. A $25 bus charge and a 8% historic preservation fee added. On October 2, $154 Galloping Goose or SP18 Silverton to Durango. A $25 bus charge from Durango to
Silverton plus a 8% historic preservation fee.
Book by phone 1-877-872-4607. There is no on-line booking.
(Thanks to Ben Kletzer via Tom Schultz)
East Broad Top News…In February, 2020, the East Broad Top Railroad was acquired by the non-profit
EBT Foundation. Here is a progress report on the rebirth of this historic railroad:
The 2-8-2 No. 16 will be the first steam locomotive to be restored to service. Restoration, renewal or replacement of the following appliances and parts is complete: dynamo, air tanks, piping, two air pumps, two
Hancock Inspirator injectors, new ceramic insulation and new boiler jacketing.
No. 16’s tender returned recently to Curry Rail Services for additional work after EBT staff riveted some
original components on it. Tender truck assemblies will be going back together shortly, with new bearing
brasses and wedges.
Important work continues on the passenger carrying fleet. EBT employees are renewing important components of all passenger carrying former freight cars and the railroad’s two wooden cabooses.
The track crew continues to work to close the approximately three quarters of a mile gap between the current
end of track used for public excursions and the restored wye at Colgate Grove.
The crew is replacing ties, improving drainage, and clearing brush at the s-curve cut just north of the Runk
Road Bridge, which is as far as public rides now extend.
A Friends of the EBT project to raise the shop storehouse, which had begun to sink into the ground is well
underway.
Finally, earlier this year, the Allegheny Foundation of Pittsburgh granted $100,000 to support the EBT’s rehabilitation of the Colgate Picnic Grove. Brad Esposito, the EBT’s general manager said the grant will let
the railroad take much better advantage of Colgate Grove. He hopes to be able to schedule music performances, food tastings, holiday events and more there. He also reported that a new platform will be constructed there and plans are being developed for a new pavilion.
(Thanks to Dan Cupper and Alex Mayes)
Western Maryland Scenic Railroad News…Western Maryland Scenic Railroad 2-6-6-2 No. 1309 will operate for Polar Express rides in December, if not sooner, the railroad’s new executive director says.
Wesley Heinz told the Cumberland-Times News that “Sometime between now and Polar Express, (rides
scheduled for December 17) no. 1309 will make it onto the line. We are pushing as hard as we can.”
The railroad began daily operations recently, after dealing with extensive track work that was ordered by the
FRA. Mr. Heinz was named executive director last month after holding the position on an interim basis.
For more information on the Western Maryland Scenic Railroad’s excursions, go to wmsr.com (Thanks to
Trains.com via Darrel Cason)
13
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JOHN BIEHN’S STEAM NEWS, Continued from Page 13
Steam In Indiana…The Hoosier Valley Railroad Museum is excited to announce the forthcoming return of
steam-powered excursions. The museum has entered into an agreement with the owners of Bock Lumber
Company No. 1, that will allow steam to operate on a long-term basis at North Judson, Indiana.
Bock Lumber No. 1 is a 0-4-4T Forney-type steam locomotive built in 1908. It has quietly undergone an extensive multi-year restoration at a facility in Illinois. Bock Lumber Company No. 1 sports an attractive gray
and blue paint scheme and is decorated with red and white pinstripes. It has an all wooden cab with brass features and is adorned with polished accessories.
“It is unlike any other steam locomotive you’re going to see out there. It really is quite impressive,” said museum treasurer Robert Barcos.
Bock Lumber Company No. 1 will be the only standard gauge Forney-type locomotive in operation on the
continent. This makes it a unique survivor and huge attraction for rail enthusiasts, especially since it has not
been under steam for more than half a century.
The engine is expected to arrive in early autumn but is not expected to pull passengers this year, allowing
HVRM members time to get acquainted with steam operations.
The Forney design featured two powered leading axles followed by two unpowered axles in a trailing truck
that supports the weight of the water tank and fuel bunker. They were set up to operate cab forward, but
could easily be operated boiler-first, as became standard on the narrow gauge in Maine, where a few other
Forneys are preserved. They became popular for use on mining and logging operations and on the elevated
railroads and early transit railroads of major cities like New York and Chicago.
The steam locomotive’s arrival will end a ten year hiatus in steam operations at the museum, since the last
visit of Ft. Wayne Railroad Historical Society’s NKP 765 in 2011.
(Thanks to Eric Berger and Hoosier Valley Railroad Museum)
Future Alaska Steam…The restoration and overhaul of ex-Alaska Railroad steam locomotive No. 557 was
begun in August, 2012, and steam tests are projected to be done in 2021.
Locomotive 557, a 2-8-0, was built for the U.S. Army Transportation Corps by the Baldwin Locomotive
Works. Her serial number was 70480 and she became U.S. No. 3523.
Due to equipment shortage as military preparations for the U.S. entry into World War 2, twelve of these locomotives were diverted to Alaska. No 3523 arrived in December, 1944 and became Alaska Railroad No. 557.
Alaska Railroad 557 was the last steam locomotive in regular service on the railroad. She was kept around to
help during high water conditions at Nenana, Alaska where the Tanana and Nenana Rivers regularly flooded
the entire town site and rail yard. Diesel traction motors don’t like water and the steamer could easily ford
two feet of water over the rails.
Locomotive 557 was converted to oil when the railroad retired their other coal burning locomotives in 1954.
Locomotive 557 continued to be used for special events and eventually in 1964, Washington scrap dealer and
museum owner Monte Holm purchased the locomotive. In June, 1965, the locomotive left Alaska from Whittier aboard the train ship Alaska bound for Everett, Washington. Instead of scrapping the 557, Holm preserved it for school groups so they could witness steam engine history in action.
During the 1970s and through most of the 1990s, engine 557 was kept in running condition and parked at
Holm’s House of Poverty Museum at Moses Lake, Washington. In 2011, Jim and Vic Jansen purchased the
locomotive from Holm’s estate and donated it to the Alaska Railroad with the proviso that it be relocated to
Anchorage, rehabilitated and eventually put back in service.
Fast forward to a recent Board of Directors Meeting. It was stated that the restoration’s end is in sight. The
only potential major delay to returning Engine 557 to the rails is funding. At a previous meeting, the need
for a short-term fund raiser was led off with a $15,000 contribution from two contributors. That goal was to
raise $40,000 in the very near future. Those funds would go to bring contractors up to Alaska for the tube and
flue installation. They are still a bit short of their goal of raising the $40,000.
If you would like to help with a contribution, send them a check to this address: Engine 557 Restoration
Company EIN#46-2663256 P.O. Box 875360 Wasilla, Alaska 99687-5360
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Colorado Museum Acquires Steam Locomotive…Former West Side Lumber Company Shay No. 8 has
been sold by the Royal Gorge Route Railroad in Canon City to the Moffat Road Railroad Museum in Granby. No. 8 has been on display at the Canon City Depot since 2008. By the time of this writing, the locomotive should have been trucked to Granby, where a crane was to place it on a display track.
The museum will use the locomotive to highlight the multiple logging and sawmill operations on the Moffat
line, especially throughout Grand County. The Shay will be the feature in an exhibit about the lumber industry in the 1920s and 1930s.
The West Side Lumber narrow gauge 3-truck Shay was built in 1922 by the Lima Locomotive Works. In
1966, No. 8 was sold to Malarkey Wall in Banks, Oregon. In 1977, it was leased to the Colorado Central
Narrow Gauge Railroad in Silver Plume and operated on the Georgetown Loop. In 2004, the locomotive
moved to Georgetown for display and four years later it was relocated to the Royal Gorge Route Railroad in
Canon City.
(Thanks to the Moffat Road Railroad Museum via Tom Schultz)
Future Florida Steam…The 101 year old Atlantic Coast Line steam locomotive No. 1504 that has been on
display in the parking lot at the Prime F. Osborn Convention Center in Jacksonville since 1989, took to the
highway in pieces on August 24.
The massive sections of the 80 foot long antique train engine were hauled to FMW Solutions Southeastern
Office and Fabrication Shop in Chattanooga, Tennessee.
There it will be refurbished and restored to functioning condition and then the pieces will be transported to
the U.S. Sugar’s Express facility at Clewiston, Florida where it will be reassembled and tested.
The process is expected to take up to three years. Before the 4-6-2 steam locomotive was moved to the convention center, it was located in front of the Atlantic Coast Line (now CSX) building on Water Street.
It had been there since 1960.
Jacksonville’s City Council approved the transfer of Jacksonville’s historic train to the U.S. Sugar tourist
attraction in June, despite concerns from some local historians.
Sugar Express operations manager Scott Ogle called it a “sweet success story” and said they are thrilled to
return No. 1504 to operation. He said the effort that led to the restoration is “a continuation of the legacy
championed by the Atlantic Coast Line, CSX, the residents of Jacksonville and the North Florida Chapter of
the National Railway Historical Society, all of whom played a role in preserving No. 1504 for the past six
decades.
(Thanks to Dan Scanlan, Florida Times-Union and Joe Biancke)
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P.O. Box 14157
Cincinnati, OH 45250-0157

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

November 2021 CRRC Annual Banquet
The Cincinnati Railroad Club will hold its Annual Banquet at the Archbishop's House in
Norwood on Saturday, November 13 at 6:30 p.m. The next regular Membership Meeting
will be Thursday, December 2 at 7:30 pm, at the Archbishop's House in Norwood.
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